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Children’s (N = 176) reported memories of a strange man’s visit were studied. Three- to 6-year-olds were interviewed repeatedly after the event in one of the following conditions: (a) control, in which no interviews contained suggestive questions; (b) stereotype, in which children were given previsit expectations about the stranger; (c) suggestion, in which interviews contained erroneous suggestions about misdeeds committed by the stranger; and (d) stereotype plus suggestion, in which children were given both pre- and postvisit manipulations. Results from open-ended interviews after 10 weeks indicated that control participants provided accurate reports, stereotypes resulted in a modest number of false reports, and suggestions resulted in a substantial number of false reports. Children in the stereotype-plus-suggestion group made high levels of false reports. All experimental conditions showed dramatic developmental trends favoring older children.

A burgeoning literature on children’s suggestibility has appeared over the past decade, spawned by both theoretical issues surrounding memory development and applied issues surrounding children’s courtroom testimony. Put simply, the theoretical issues in children’s suggestibility concern one or more of a family of cognitive and social developmental factors, whereas the applied issues concern the limits of children’s testimonial competence and, particularly, the issue of ecological validity. In the present study, we build on a base of work from both arenas to address the issue of how two critical factors might affect preschool children’s reports of an event that centers on the actions of a particular person. These factors are the stereotypes about a person held by children before their witnessing the event of interest and repeated suggestive questioning that occurs during multiple interviews after the event.

To put our work in context, we briefly indicate below the cognitive and social factors that have received the most attention from researchers concerned with the suggestibility of children’s memory and reporting. We then discuss the related testimonial issues.

Cognitive Issues

In a recent review of research on children’s suggestibility, 83% of studies comparing preschool-age children’s suggestibility with older children’s are reported to have found larger suggestibility effects for the former (see Table 2 in Ceci & Bruck, 1993). Although the underlying mechanisms responsible for these age-related differences have yet to be determined, several cognitive and social developmental candidates have been touted. The most actively researched candidate has been developmental differences in trace strength that may make young children’s memories especially vulnerable to featural disintegration or resistant to retrieval-time relearning (e.g., Brainerd & Reyna, 1988; Brainerd, Reyna, Howe, & Kingma, 1990; Howe, 1991). As conceptualized by some theorists, the incorporation of postevent information occurs as a function of the strength of the memory trace, with weak traces being especially vulnerable to featural disintegration or overwriting compared with those of their older counterparts. Although a number of studies lend support to this position (King & Yuille, 1987; Warren, Hulse-Trotter, & Tubbs, 1991), some theorists have also challenged the notion that suggestibility is related to trace strength (Howe, 1991; Zaragoza, Dahlgren, & Muench, 1992).

Another candidate that has been put forward as a possible cause of developmental differences in suggestibility is source misattributions. Source misattributions are found when participants are asked either to perform some act or else to merely imagine performing it. Often, younger children are more likely to misattribute performing an act that they had only imagined performing (e.g., Foley & Johnson, 1985; Foley, Johnson, & Raye, 1983; Lindsay, Johnson, & Kwon, 1991). Although there are no studies of the role of source misattributions in suggestibility, it seems plausible that they may play a role. It may be that the effect of repeated suggestive questions is to induce the participant to create images of the suggested events; later, participants may have difficulty distinguishing the sources of their stored images—are they based on direct perception or merely on internally generated imagery? On the basis of the developmental findings just noted, it could be that very young children’s suggestibility is a result of their source confusions.

Social Factors

Bribes, threats, fear of embarrassment, protection of loved ones, and desire to gain material rewards all have been shown...
to influence preschoolers' report accuracy (e.g., Bussey, 1992; Ceci, Leichtman, & Putnack, 1992; Lewis, Stranger, & Sullivan, 1989; Peters, 1991). A precise comparison between the level of distortion that children display in their reports in the presence of these external pressures and the level of distortion of adults under similar conditions has not been made in the literature. However, broadly speaking, such motivations appear to affect both children and adults, and a differential sensitivity to general demand characteristics suggests that young children may be comparatively more prone to report distortion in the face of these motivations under some circumstances. For example, preschoolers have been shown to be more suggestible than older children, particularly when erroneous suggestions are made by adult authority figures (Ceci, Ross, & Toglia, 1987), which may be a result of their greater tendency to consider their own memories less reliable than an adult's or their desire to please adult interviewers by telling them what the child imagines they want to hear. (Additional social–motivational factors are discussed later, in connection with testimonial issues.)

To recap, observed developmental differences in suggestibility may be the result of cognitive factors such as age differences in trace strength and source misattributions, and social factors such as bribes, threats, and expectations. In addition to the basic research conducted on these issues, there are many studies that have been animated by a desire to learn more about how these factors conspire to influence children's statements to forensic interviewers and their testimony in court (e.g., Goodman et al., 1992). We turn to this next, as a means of framing the present experiment.

Testimonial Issues

Despite the widespread empirical evidence of age differences in suggestibility, it remains unclear whether similar levels of suggestibility may be assumed to be present in real-world cases involving the testimony of individuals in the courtroom. The overarching concern here is that many experiments, in particular those from the first half of this century (see Ceci & Bruck, 1993), lack sufficient ecological validity to allow us to confidently extrapolate their findings to the real world. Specifically, the experimental conditions in which participants demonstrate their memorial suggestibility under the watchful eyes of researchers differ in several significant ways from those in which individuals give forensically relevant testimony. The affectively laden nature of the encoding and retrieval contexts in some actual forensic situations, as well as the motivational forces and demand characteristics involved in these situations, is difficult to ethically incorporate into empirical research programs (Ceci, Leichtman, & Bruck, in press). As a result, we still do not know much about the way children respond to them.

The goal of the present study was to evaluate suggestibility under conditions that have not heretofore been investigated, but that nevertheless characterize a large number of situations in which child witnesses eventually appear in court. Because these conditions have gone unexplored, it is not clear whether the suggestibility effects documented in the existing literature underestimate or overestimate the magnitude of children's reported distortion under these real-world forensic conditions. Certain factors that frequently crop up in courtroom testimony, particularly those pertaining to the number and timing of witness interviews, would lead one to suspect that youngsters relating past events are more prone to suggestion in such situations than current research would have us believe. Alternatively, other variables that play a role in the real world, such as the salience of events about which children testify, would lead to the opposite conclusion, namely, that experimental conditions give rise to less optimistic views of children's resistance to suggestion than those reflected by their real-world analogs. In the present work, we considered how a number of contextual factors involved in the experience and reporting of an event might affect the accuracy of preschoolers' reports. Following this, we evaluated the ability of condition-blind adults to assess whether children's reports were factually accurate. We did so because adults' ability to determine the accuracy of children's reports bears heavily on the importance of the issue of suggestibility in legal cases.

Stereotypes as Person Schemas

Stereotypes are naive theories about personal characteristics, which function to organize and structure experience by directing individuals to look for expectancies in their environment and advising them on how to interpret such expectancies. Thus, stereotypes are a form of schematic knowledge that help organize memory, by adding thematically congruent information that was not perceived, or sometimes by distorting what is perceived (Martin & Halverson, 1983; Stranger & McMillan, 1992).

Before witnessing an event, a child may be provided with a particular stereotype about the person involved, and this may direct the child's attention to expectancy-congruent behaviors (e.g., in court cases, the defendant might be an estranged parent who has been previously criticized by the custodial parent in the child's presence, and the child may even have come to accept these criticisms as stable aspects of the parent's character). Hence, such behaviors may be remembered and reported disproportionately.

Repeated Suggestions Over Long Intervals

It is probably not an exaggeration to say that the presence of multiple repetitive interviews over the course of long retention intervals has become the norm in cases in which children testify (see Ceci & Bruck, 1993, for similar examples from other cases; see Humphrey, 1985). Recent estimates indicate that by the time they get to court, children have been subjected to 4 to 11 forensic interviews, on average, and in most cases they have ex-

1 In 1985, the attorney general for Minnesota criticized the repeated interviewing of the child witnesses in the so-called "Jordan case" (Humphrey, 1985), which, along with the McMartin case (People v. Buckey, 1984), was the first and the best known of the mass allegation child sexual abuse cases: "[O]ne child had already been interviewed by nine individuals about the alleged abuse. The mother of another child indicated that her daughter had been interviewed at least thirty and possibly as many as fifty times by law enforcement or Scott County authorities. A large number of other children also were repeatedly interviewed!" (Humphrey, 1985, p. 9).
experienced numerous other bouts of questioning from family members, therapists, social workers, and other interested parties (Gray, 1993; McGough, 1994). Nonetheless, most studies to date have focused on the suggestibility of children after a single suggestive interview, as reflected in Ceci and Bruck’s (1993) comprehensive review. (For exceptions, see, for example, Goodman & Clarke-Stewart, 1991; Lepore & Sesco, 1994; Poole & White, 1991, 1993.)

Texas v. Macias (1987)

A 1987 death row case in El Paso, Texas, illustrates how the confluence of testimonial factors we have referred to could influence the outcome of a case. The most important testimony at the original trial in this case was provided by a child who claimed that on one particular occasion, she remembered seeing the defendant with blood on his shirt and a weapon in his hand at his trailer. The child’s mother had told her on numerous occasions that the defendant was a bad man and had warned her against being friendly with him, providing a schema relating to his character before the event she had allegedly witnessed. From interviews with the child, it was clear that she possessed a deeply held negative stereotype about the defendant, and her statements to the police as well as her trial testimony were in concert with this stereotype. In addition, the child witness in the Macias case was subjected to relentless inquiries in pursuit of her event-relevant memories, in a series of highly suggestive interviews that stretched over an extended period of time.

This legal case offers a window through which to consider one possible outcome of a situation in which a child is provided with both a preexisting negative stereotype about a particular defendant and a large number of suggestive interviews in line with this stereotype. In this case, several years after incriminating the defendant in her testimony, the key child witness gave a sworn deposition recanting her testimony. In this statement, she said that the repeated interviews had confused her and that she had said things that were incorrect, because she had wanted to help the adults involved and had known that the defendant was a bad man. In her words:

When I first saw Fred with red stuff on his shirt, I didn’t think it was that important. At first, I didn’t really know if it was blood or chili. [Note: the defendant worked in a salsa factory, as did Jennifer’s mother, hence, the sight of red on people’s clothing was common.] Later, when I saw Fred had a gun or a knife, it caught my attention, and I thought that it must be blood. Because different people asked me so many different questions about what I saw, I became confused. I thought I might have seen something that would be helpful to the police. I didn’t realize that it would become so important. I thought they wanted me to be certain, so I said I was certain even though I wasn’t. Originally, I think I told the police just what I saw. But the more questions I was asked, the more confused I became. I answered questions I wasn’t certain about because I wanted to help the adults. (Texas v. Macias, 1987; subscribed and sworn before Regina Jarius, Notary, on the 13th day of August, 1988)

This deposition, made 12 days before the defendant’s scheduled execution, resulted in a stay of execution, and the defendant was ultimately freed.

The present study was designed to experimentally examine the combined effect of stereotypes and repeated suggestive interviews. We refer to it as the “Sam Stone Study,” because the event of interest was the visit of a man named Sam Stone to the day-care centers of our participants.

Method

Participants

One hundred and seventy-six preschoolers participated in this experiment. They were enrolled in private day-care centers, and they represented a wide range of social and ethnic groups, with approximately 15% of all participating children coming from families receiving Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) and the remaining children, coming about evenly split between blue-collar/middle-class and white-collar/professional families. The children were divided into two age groups: early preschoolers (3- and 4-year-olds) and older preschoolers (5- and 6-year-olds). Assignment to experimental condition was random, but the unit of assignment was the classroom (n = 8) rather than the individual child. (This was done to obviate the potential contaminating effect of classmates sharing with each other the details of their interviews.)

Procedure

Children were assigned to one of four conditions, denoted as follows: (a) control, (b) stereotype, (c) suggestion, and (d) stereotype plus suggestion. The central event of interest was the visit of a stranger named Sam Stone to the preschoolers in all conditions at their day-care centers. In each of the eight day-care classrooms, Sam Stone enacted the same scripted event. First, he entered the classroom and said hello to a teacher or aid who sat amidst the assembled children during a story-telling session, and he was introduced by the teacher or aid to the children. Next, he commented on the story that was being read to the children by the teacher or aid ("I know that story; it's one of my favorites!") and strolled around the perimeter of the classroom. Finally, he departed, waving goodbye to the children. In each case, the entire event was timed and lasted approximately 2 min.

Two experimental manipulations, a preevent and a postevent manipulation, formed the basis of the differences among the four conditions. All of the children, including those in the three experimental groups as well as the controls, received a forensic interview approximately 10 weeks after Sam Stone's visit. However, children in the control group received no information about Sam Stone before his visit and were questioned once a week during the 4 weeks immediately following this visit in a neutral manner. That is, during the four interviews, control children were simply asked questions about what Sam Stone had done during his visit to their school and were given no suggestions about the nature of this visit or Sam Stone's activities.

Children in the stereotype condition, in contrast, received considerable information about Sam Stone's personality before his visit to their school. Each week, beginning a month before the visit, research assistants went to the children's day-care centers, and in the course of playing with them, presented 3 different scripted stories about Sam Stone (for a total of 12 stories over the four visits; see Appendix A). In each of these stories, Sam Stone was depicted as a kind, well-meaning, but very clumsy and bumbling person. For example:

You'll never guess who visited me last night. [pause] That's right, Sam Stone! And guess what he did this time? He asked to borrow my Barbie and when he was carrying her down the stairs, he accidentally tripped and fell and broke her arm. That Sam Stone is always getting into accidents and breaking things! But it's okay, because Sam Stone is very nice and he is getting my Barbie doll fixed for me.
Following Sam Stone's visit, children in the stereotype condition were treated identically to the control group, receiving four neutral interviews over the 4 weeks following his visit, and a fifth interview 10 weeks after the visit.

A third group of children, those in the suggestion condition, did not receive the prevenet manipulation just described (i.e., the stereotype induction) but did receive a postevent manipulation consisting of suggestive interviews following their encounter with Sam Stone. Thus, although this group of children had no knowledge of Sam Stone before his visit to their classes, they received four interviews following his visit that were quite different from the neutral interviews given to children in the control and stereotype conditions. During their interviews, children in the suggestion group were provided with two erroneous suggestions about what occurred during Sam Stone's visit, embedded within an interview that was otherwise parallel to those of the control and stereotype groups. The first misleading suggestion was that Sam Stone had ripped a book, and the second was that he had soiled a teddy bear. The exact questions about the events that occurred during Sam Stone's visit were different for this group of children during each of the interviews, but the same implications were embedded in each. For example, I week children were asked, "When Sam Stone got that bear dirty, did he do it on purpose or was it an accident?" and in the following interview session they were asked, "Was Sam Stone happy or sad that he got that bear dirty?" (See Appendix B for details of interview protocols and questions.)

A fourth group of children, those in the stereotype-plus-suggestion condition, were exposed to both the prevenet stereotype and the postevent leading question manipulations. These children were thus provided with misleading information about Sam Stone at two points in the process of acquiring information about him that could bear on their later reports.

The fifth interview, experienced by all children, was conducted by a new interviewer, who was not present during Sam Stone's visit or the first four interviews. In this case, the same questions were asked and the same forensic procedures were used to interrogate children in all groups (see Appendix C). In each case, children were first made to feel comfortable; a free narrative was then elicited from them ("Remember the day that Sam Stone visited your school? Well, I wasn't there that day, and I'd like you to tell me everything that happened when he visited"); and, finally, they were given probing questions about specific events. These specific probes were directed at the two events that did not occur during Sam Stone's visit but that children in the suggestion and stereotype-plus-suggestion conditions had heard about before, namely, Sam Stone's soiling a teddy bear and ripping a book. These probe questions asked children whether they had "heard something" about the items and whether they had seen Sam Stone engage in some activity with them. Thus, our central analyses focus on children's responses to the free narrative, as well as their initial responses to these probes.

In addition, for only those children whose answers to the probes indicated that they actually saw Sam Stone commit nonevents, countersuggestion questions were posed, to attempt to gauge the strength of their statements (e.g., "You didn't really see him do this, did you?")). In the following section, we report for each of our experimental conditions first the free narrative and probe data, and then results for the subset of children asked the countersuggestion questions.

Results and Discussion

Data from the fifth interview were coded from videotape by condition-blind raters, who categorized children's answers in terms of their content, scoring "don't know" and "no response," as well as specific details provided by children. Twenty percent of the videotaped interviews were randomly selected and recoded by an independent rater, and interrater reliability was found to be high (Cohen's $\kappa = .90$). Below, we begin by describing children's accuracy in each of the four experimental conditions, and then we proceed to subject these data to various statistical analyses as a function of age and condition. For the purposes of the first set of data analyses, we consider the raw (unconditionalyzed) percentages of children who both reported that Sam Stone engaged in the nonevent and resisted the countersuggestion.

**Control Condition**

No child in the control group made any false allegations in his or her free narratives when initially asked by the interviewer during the fifth interview to tell everything they could remember about the day that Sam Stone visited their classroom. As seen in Figure 1, nearly all of the 47 children assigned to the control group resisted claiming anything erroneous had occurred not only in their free narratives but also in response to probes. Thus, when specifically probed about a book or teddy bear, only 10% of the youngest control group children's claims indicated that Sam Stone did anything to a book or teddy bear (i.e., 4 claims out of 40 opportunities). Furthermore, when specifically asked if they actually saw him do anything to a book or teddy bear, as opposed to merely hearing that he did something, only 5% of the younger preschoolers' claims continued to indicate that anything occurred (i.e., 2 claims out of 40 opportunities). Finally, when gently challenged with countersuggestions such as "You didn't really see him do anything to the book (the teddy bear), did you?" only 2.5% of the younger children's claims (1 out of 40 opportunities) indicated that they actually observed him doing so. In summary, in the absence of any attempt by adults to taint the youngest children's reports before the fifth and final interview, their reports were largely, although not wholly, void of errors. And yet these children's reports usu-
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*Figure 2.* Percentage of preschoolers' answers that were erroneous. Light-colored bar indicates that the child asserted that an incorrect event occurred; dark-colored bar indicates that the child claimed to have actually observed the nonevent; hash-marked bar indicates that the child insisted on having witnessed the event, despite mild attempt at dissuading.

...ally included accurate accounts of actual information; they often were able to recall Sam Stone's limited activities on the day he visited, for example, that he walked around the housekeeping section of the classroom, that he greeted the children pleasantly, or that he waved goodbye. As for the older children, no child made any false allegations in his or her free narratives, and only 2 of their claims in response to initial probes (out of 54 possible) indicated that Sam Stone committed a misdeed, and both of these were readily relinquished when the children were asked if they had actually witnessed the misdeeds themselves. Because none of the older children claimed to have actually observed Sam Stone damage either item, they were not asked counter-suggestions to see if they would relinquish their erroneous claims. Like their younger counterparts, these older children's recall was filled with examples of actual events that actually occurred.

Stereotype Condition

As was the case in the control condition, none of the children assigned to the stereotype condition claimed that they observed Sam Stone damaging either item in their free narrative, when they were initially asked by the interviewer during the fifth interview to tell everything they could remember about Sam Stone's visit. As seen in Figure 2, however, the stereotyping manipulation did have an effect on probed recall, particularly for the younger children. In the final interview with this group, in response to the probes, "Did Sam Stone rip the book (soil the teddy bear)?" 37% of their responses indicated that he did at least one of these things. Of these children, 18% subsequently claimed they saw Sam Stone do these misdeeds (7 out of 38 opportunities). But, after being gently challenged, only 10% of their responses continued to indicate that they witnessed him do these things. In contrast to younger children, older preschoolers were significantly more resistant to the influence of the stereotype, with roughly half the rate of errors at all three levels of probing. Only 1 older child, in a single response (out of 40 opportunities), continued to indicate he had seen Sam Stone commit a misdeed after being gently challenged with a counter-suggestion ("He didn't really do this, did he?").

Suggestion Condition

Unlike the control and stereotype conditions, some children assigned to the suggestion condition claimed that they observed Sam Stone damaging either item in their free narrative. Twenty-one percent of the youngest children (6 out of 29) and 14% of the older children (3 out of 22) made spontaneous claims in their free narratives regarding damaged books (or teddy bears or both). This finding is rare in the literature, as children's suggestibility is usually confined to cued recall and recognition measures, with few if any errors in free recall (Ceci & Bruck, 1993).

As can be seen in Figure 3, in response to the probe questions, 53% of the youngest children's responses in the suggestion condition and 38% of the older children's indicated that Sam Stone did one or both misdeeds. Moreover, in response to follow-up probes, 35% of the youngest children's responses indicated that they had actually seen him do these things, as opposed to being told he did them. Finally, even after being challenged with the countersuggestion, 12% of the youngest children continued to claim they saw him do one or both misdeeds. Older children were also susceptible to the suggestive interviews, though at very reduced levels: Ultimately, only 2 out of 22 of the older children continued to maintain that they saw him do the misdeeds when challenged with a countersuggestion.

Stereotype-Plus-Suggestion Condition

Finally, in the stereotype-plus-suggestion condition, 46% of the youngest children and 30% of the oldest children spontaneously...
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Figure 4. Percentage of preschoolers' answers that were erroneous. Light-colored bar indicates that the child asserted that an incorrect event occurred; dark-colored bar indicates that the child claimed to have actually observed the nonevent; hash-marked bar indicates that the child insisted on having witnessed the event, despite mild attempt at dissuading.

ously reported in their free narratives that Sam Stone had carried out one or both misdeeds. Nothing approaching this level of suggestibility has heretofore been reported in the memory development literature, a function no doubt of the present study's use of repeated suggestions combined with a set of congruent expectancies. It will be important to replicate and extend this finding, given its rarity.

In response to follow-up probes, 72% of the youngest preschoolers' responses indicated that Sam Stone did one or both misdeeds, a figure that dropped to 44% when asked if they actually saw him do these things. It is important to note that 21% continued to insist that they saw him do these things, even when gently challenged with a countersuggestion. For the older preschoolers, the situation, though better at all levels, was still cause for concern, as seen in Figure 4.

In view of the data described earlier, we can ask to what extent the four groups of preschoolers differentially reported what happened during Sam Stone's visit. To address this question, we conducted a 2 (age) × 4 (group) repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) on the "commission errors" (i.e., claiming to have witnessed a nonevent) in the free narrative, probed recall, and challenged (countersuggestion) recall data. Errors of omission, that is, failing to report a real event, were not analyzed in these models, as they could occur only in free narratives, given the erroneous nature of both probes. (Because of an absence of commission errors for the older children in challenged reports in the control condition, we analyzed each level separately.) This analysis revealed significant main effects for both age, \(F(1, 146) = 76.55, p < .0001\), and group, \(F(3, 146) = 29.65, p < .0001\). Follow-up tests indicated that, overall, older preschoolers reported more accurately than did younger children (Ms = 72% and 86%, for the younger and older preschoolers, respectively), and the control group reported more accurately (96%) than the stereotype group (83%), which reported more accurately than the suggestion group (72%), which in turn reported more accurately than the suggestion-plus-stereotype group (64%), all \(ps < .05\). These results were qualified by a marginally reliable Age × Group interaction, resulting from a somewhat steeper regression of errors on age in the suggestion than in the stereotype condition, \(F(3, 146) = 3.01, p < .07\). That is, younger preschoolers were disproportionately more impaired by the repeated erroneous suggestions than were the older preschoolers, whereas the two age groups were more similarly impaired by the stereotype induction (\(F < 1\)).

As mentioned earlier, countersuggestions were asked only if the child asserted to a false probe, otherwise there was no reason to ask the countersuggestion. If an event is inaccurately reported in free narrative (i.e., the child spontaneously volunteers misinformation), what are the odds that it will continue to be inaccurately reported under probed and challenged recall? To explore this question, we configured the data so that each of the two events was classified as either accurate or inaccurate, and we calculated the conditional probabilities of accurate reporting, given one or two prior inaccurate reports. Younger preschoolers were more likely to make inaccurate reports if they had previously made one inaccurate report (.36) or two inaccurate reports (.49). For older preschoolers, the same effect was apparent (.23 and .36). One-way analyses of variance examining the differences in these conditional probabilities as a function of group and age revealed that both effects were significant:

- for age, \(F(1, 76) = 4.81, p = .03\); for group, \(F(3, 76) = 3.38, p = .02\).

The group main effect was due to all but the control group being affected by the existence of a prior erroneous report, with an inaccurate report being associated with an increased likelihood of making a subsequent inaccurate report (all \(Fs > 3.10\), all \(ps < .05\)).

Can Adults Detect Inaccurate Reports?

It was interesting to see the number of false perceptual details that children who were assigned to the stereotype-plus-suggestion condition provided to embellish their reports of nonevents. Many of these children did not simply reply yes or no to a probe but supplied richly detailed narratives (e.g., claiming that Sam Stone took the teddy bear into a bathroom and soaked it in hot water before smearing it with a crayon). So seemingly believable were their reports that we presented videotapes of 3 of our participants (a 3-year-old, a 4-year-old, and a 5-year-old) to 119 researchers and clinicians who work in the area of children's testimonial issues—to see if they could discriminate between the erroneous reports and the accurate ones. This was done at two conferences, and in both cases the results were the same. The majority of both audiences could not reliably tell overall whether the events reported by the children had occurred or not, nor could they identify which children were on the whole most accurate (see Figure 5).

The complete videos of 3 preschoolers assigned to the stereo-
Figure 5. Mean confidence ratings of professionals viewing child interviews (1 = very confident that event did not occur, 4 = uncertain, 7 = very confident event did occur). Hash-marked bars on right side represent overall credibility ratings of 3 children, with Child 1 rated most credible and Child 2 rated least credible. In reality, Child 1 was least accurate. Child 2 was most accurate, and Child 3 was in between in accuracy.

A type-plus-suggestion condition were shown to the professionals as the children gave free narratives, followed by probed and challenged recall. The particular videos were not randomly selected but were chosen because they represented the broad spectrum of answers children in this condition gave when asked about Sam Stone's visit. In addition, all of the accounts given by the 3 children were relatively coherent, and the children seemed engaged by the interviewer and confident in their answers. Child 1 was a 3-year-old girl who asserted spontaneously, and with seeming pleasure, that Sam Stone had done all of the acts listed on the left side of Figure 5 (i.e., tossed things in the air, ripped a book, soiled a bear, and been accompanied by "another Sam Stone"). Child 2 was a soft-spoken 4-year-old girl, who asserted only that Sam Stone had come into the classroom, said hello, and walked around the room before exiting, all of which was entirely accurate. At prompting, she denied knowing anything about a book or teddy bear. Child 3 was a 5-year-old boy who, while initially asserting that Sam Stone had only come in and looked around the classroom, answered the prompting questions by asserting that Sam Stone had ripped the page of a book and had painted ice cream all over a teddy bear in the school yard with a paint brush that was handy.

Audience members were told only that the study was about the visit of a person named Sam Stone to the children's classroom, and that all of the children in the videos had witnessed the same visit by Sam Stone. They were then told that they should decide for themselves what occurred during this visit, based on viewing the videotapes of interviews with 3 children about the event. Immediately after viewing the 3 children, the audience was asked to rate the accuracy of particular statements made by the children about Sam Stone's visit on a 7-point scale, where 1 = very confident that the event did not occur and 7 = very confident that the event did occur. At no time was the impression conveyed that some of the particular events we were asking about did or did not occur; the audience was simply asked to decide in the case of each event whether they believed that it had occurred or not. Audience members were instructed to make their ratings individually, without discussing their answers with others seated nearby.

An interesting aspect of Figure 5 is that both groups of audiences rated Child 2, who was completely accurate in her account, as the least credible of the 3 children. Conversely, the audience rated Child 1, whose account contained by far the most inaccurate assertions about Sam Stone's visit, as the most credible. Similarly, for the four specific events that were addressed by the 3 children, both audiences were unable to reliably identify whether the event had occurred; they were better than chance at one of the four specific questions (i.e., they rightly determined that there was not "more than one Sam Stone"), but they were exactly at chance on one of the four questions (i.e., they were undecided about whether Sam Stone had soiled the bear), and they were reliably below chance on the remaining two questions (i.e., they felt fairly certain that Sam Stone had tossed an item in the air and had ripped a book during his visit).

An additional method of assessing these professionals' ratings was carried out. Hits and false alarms were tallied for each professional, summed across the 3 children and the four specific events. Decision matrices were constructed for these aggregated data, with hits along the y-axis and false alarms along the x-axis (Banks, 1970), allowing a Receiver Operator Characteristics curve to be plotted. The area under the curve (A) was .52, corresponding to a d' near zero (i.e., chance). This is persuasive evidence that professionals cannot reliably discriminate signals from noise in the determination of children's statements if the children have been persistently rehearsed and provided with congruent stereotypes.

This procedure of questioning audiences about Sam Stone's visit on the basis of the videotaped interviews of 3 children was clearly not a systematic study of the factors that influence adults' beliefs about children's accuracy. Rather, our goal was to see whether, on the face of it, audiences of professionals would be able to consistently "see through" the inaccuracies (in this case, the commission errors) of the children's reports to arrive at the truth about a past occurrence. We added this feature to the study to test the opinion sometimes expressed that young children's erroneous reports can be easily detected by adults (e.g., Goodman, 1990). Thus, we were interested in seeing whether this would be the case for children who had been repeatedly suggestively questioned about non-events over long intervals. Because this audience-rating procedure did not allow us to systematically covary (between children) elements of the reports that may have affected professionals' perceptions of the truth, we cannot be sure about the specific factors that influenced the audiences' perceptions.3

3Although we do not claim to have provided irrefutable evidence that professionals cannot reliably discriminate between accurate and false reports of children who have been subjected to persistent suggestive questioning over long delays, we do think that the evidence, such as it is, accords with this conclusion. We base this assertion on two additional
Nonetheless, we can say anecdotally that all of the children we showed to audiences appeared to us to be fairly comfortable, confident, and adept at relaying their stories. Because Child 1 indicated that more events occurred during Sam Stone’s visit, her report was naturally longer than the other 2 children’s reports (3 min 30 s), which were both under 2 min in length (Child 2’s report was 1 min 10 s; Child 3’s was 1 min 50 s). Child 1 also provided the most perceptual detail, Child 3 the second most, and Child 2 the least, which was reasonable because Child 2’s story contained little in the way of activity that would invite such detail (i.e., quite accurately, she asserted that Sam Stone had come into the classroom and said hello and looked around, but that “nothing happened”). The amount of perceptual detail, then, appears to have been in accord with raters’ conclusions about the child’s credibility (the more detail, the more credible the child). However, it is interesting to note that this may not account for the entire heuristic used by our audience members to judge the accuracy of particular events. To wit, Child 1, the most credible in the eyes of our audience, was nonetheless the one who asserted that there was “more than one Sam Stone,” which was the only one of the four fabricated events that audiences were reliably able to determine had not occurred.

The problems audiences had in determining that some of the events did not occur may not have been one of mistrusting Child 2, although she was the most reticent of the children. Rather, it seems that Child 1 and Child 3 were so compelling in their accounts that audience members were “taken in” by at least the gist of their reports. In the case of the assertion that there was “more than one Sam Stone,” audiences may have correctly doubted this because it came at the end of a series of assertions about what a single Sam Stone had done, and only one Sam Stone was referred to by the other 2 children. Hence, at least part of the reason for adult skepticism may have been rooted in the coherence of report content, and not in the manner in which the information was conveyed.

It is not that the members of these audiences were worse than anyone else at assessing which children gave accurate accounts, but that the accuracy of children’s reports is extremely difficult to discern when children have been subjected to repeated erroneous suggestions over long retention intervals, especially when coupled with the induction of stereotypes. These findings do not support the claims of those who think that it is easy to detect a young child’s false report and lend at least anecdotal support to recent conclusions that such a task may be quite difficult. The reason is that, unlike in the modal study in which a child is presented a single erroneous suggestion, these children received persistent and intensive suggestions.

It may be that the children who received repeated false suggestions actually incorporated the erroneous suggestions into their memories. We cannot tell from these data, as the experiment was not designed to separate this from the alternative possibility of nonmemorial distortion. But the children’s reports certainly seemed compelling to the professionals to whom we showed them.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the results of this study extend our knowledge about children’s report accuracy by adding two factors that have been neglected in past research, namely, the provision of a stereotype and the use of repeated erroneous suggestions over a long delay period. Although of the all children suffered from a combination of these factors, the deleterious effect was particularly pronounced for the youngest preschoolers. The reason for their disproportionate susceptibility is unclear, but two candidates can be mentioned. First, the repeated presence of suggestions of the type that were used in this study (e.g., “When Sam Stone soiled the teddy bear, did he do it on purpose or was it an accident?”) may have induced children to form mental images of these nonevents. If so, then the request for a free narrative during the fifth (forensic) interview may have created a source-separation challenge. Younger children may have fared more poorly on our tasks because of source-monitoring problems; they are known to have greater difficulty than older children in determining whether mental images are the result of past experiences in the world or are products of their past imaginings. Alternatively, younger children may have simply been more sensitive to the demand characteristics of the situations constructed at the time that the stereotype was laid down and that leading questions were posed. These 3- and 4-year-olds may have been aware at the time of the final interview that their own memories of Sam Stone’s visit were in conflict with the suggestions they had received from adults about his potential behavior, and the developmental trend obtained may be the result of their trusting an adult’s interpretation more than their own. On the basis of our results, a combination of these two alternative explanations may also be possible. Namely, it may be the case that the original reason for children’s acquiescence to suggestions during the four initial interviews was a social one. However, once these children had committed to the idea of misdeeds conducted by Sam Stone in their school, the cognitive mechanism just de-
scribed may have kicked in, and source-monitoring problems may have arisen at some unspecified point during the course of the period between the original event and the free narrative recounting. As the youngest children discussed and thought about Sam Stone's clumsy behavior during multiple interview sessions, the strength of their memory traces for these events would have been likely to increase, concomitantly increasing the probability of source misattributions at a later point. Although 5- and 6-year olds, and for that matter adults in analogous situations, do not have immunity to the social and memorial factors that potentiate report distortion, our older participants' greater ability to both resist situational demand characteristics and to accurately monitor their memory sources may have combined to render them dramatically less vulnerable to suggestion than their younger counterparts.

Given the varied results that emerged from the four conditions in this experiment, it is clear that children's suggestibility is best viewed as heavily reliant on the entire context in which event reporting takes place. This context includes the cognitive framework that is set up before the memory trace is laid down (e.g., including beliefs and stereotypes that relate to the encoded information) and the nature of information pertinent to the event of interest that is encoded after that event has occurred (e.g., information suggested during storage). Given this picture of the multiple points at which misleading information may cause report distortion, it behooves us to consider suggestibility throughout development as a state-like, as opposed to a trait-like, quality. Although younger children show a greater vulnerability to both preevent and postevent suggestions, it is evident from the data we have presented that situations may be engineered in which even very young children's reports are wholly accurate. As demonstrated by our control group, when the context of a child's reporting of an event is free of the strong stereotypes and repeated leading questions that may be introduced by adults, the odds are tilted in favor of factual reporting.
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Appendix A

Scenarios Provided to Children in the Stereotype and Stereotype-Plus-Suggestion Conditions

(Below are abbreviated versions of scripts, presented with appropriate elaboration.)

1. Sam Stone borrowed my favorite pen. Then he lost it. (But he bought me a new one.)
2. Sam Stone accidentally spilled his glass of Coca-Cola all over me. (But he cleaned it up.)
3. Sam Stone was playing with my Barbie doll, and he tripped and dropped her. (But he got her fixed.)
4. Sam Stone was using a tape recorder, and he accidentally broke it. (But he got it fixed.)
5. Sam Stone wanted to take a picture of me with my camera, but as he went to do so, he accidentally dropped the camera. (But he got the camera fixed.)
6. Sam Stone asked if he could have a lick of my ice-cream cone. But when he went to take a lick, the cone fell on the floor. (But he got me a new ice-cream cone.)
7. Sam Stone was trying on my jacket, and he accidentally ripped it because it was too small for him. (But he got the hole sewn for me.)
8. After playing “Candyland” at my house, Sam Stone took some of the pieces of the game home with him in his pockets. He didn’t realize that he had the pieces in his pockets until the next day when I phoned him. (When he discovered the pieces, he brought them back.)
9. Sam Stone visited my house, where there were some flowers in a vase. When he bent down to smell the flowers, the vase was knocked over, and the flowers and water spilled all over the floor. (But he didn’t mean to do it, and helped clean up the spill.)
10. Sam Stone came to visit on a very rainy day, and he had mud all over his shoes. He said that he would take off his shoes before coming into the house, but then he forgot; he got mud all over the kitchen. (But when he realized what he’d done, he wiped up all of the mud.)
11. Sam Stone and I were playing in a sandbox, and he was eating a lollipop. But while he was playing, the lollipop slipped, and it fell in the sand. There was so much sand stuck to the lollipop that it couldn’t even be washed off. (Sam had to get a whole new lollipop.)
12. When Sam Stone was painting at school, some children went to look at his picture, but he knocked a can of red paint all over the floor and the children. (But he was very sorry and helped clean up the paint.)

Appendix B

Interview Protocols and Leading Questions Asked of Children in the Suggestion and Stereotype-Plus-Suggestion Conditions

Interview 1

With the teachers’ cooperation, children were taken out of the classroom individually by the interviewer to go and see a toy airplane that twirled around on a stick. Once alone with the interviewer (in a quiet space very near the classroom), each child was engaged in a conversation about the airplane and was allowed to try it out. After a few moments of play, the plane was set aside and the interviewer showed the child a book that the teacher had read to the class the day before. The interviewer leafed through the book and noticed a torn page. The child was asked the following questions:

1. “Who ripped the book?” (If child responded “don’t know,” he or she was asked: “Who do you think might have ripped the book?”)

The child was then shown a red-and-white bear that had been stained. The following questions were then asked regarding the bear.

2. “Who got the bear dirty?” (If child responded “don’t know,” he/she was asked: “Who do you think could have gotten the bear dirty?”)

In closing the interview, the interviewer engaged the child in a discussion about a new Barbie (for girls) or action figure (for boys) doll that she had just bought and had not yet named. The interviewer promised that she would bring the Barbie or action figure doll the following week for the child to see. She then brought the child back to the classroom.

Interview 2

Children were taken out of the classroom individually by the interviewer, with the enticement of seeing the Barbie doll or action figure discussed in the first interview: After allowing the child to see the doll and conversing about possible names for it, the interviewer showed the child the book that had been discussed during the first interview. The following questions were then posed:

1. “Remember when Sam Stone ripped the book? Did he rip it on purpose, or by accident?”
2. “Did Sam Stone rip the book with his hands, or did he use scissors?”
3. “When Sam Stone ripped the book, was he in the classroom, in the hallway, or in the bathroom?”

The soiled red-and-white bear was then reintroduced, and the following questions were asked:

4. “When Sam Stone got the bear dirty, did he do it by accident, or on purpose?”
5. “Did Sam Stone get the bear dirty with chocolate ice-cream, chocolate syrup, Hershey kisses, crayons, or something else?”
6. "When Sam Stone got the bear dirty, was he in the classroom, the hallway, or the bathroom?"

At the completion of questioning, the interviewer brought the child back to the classroom.

**Interview 3**

The child was taken out of the classroom in order to see an attractive pop-up toy that the researcher had in an adjacent room. After allowing the child to play with the toy, the researcher asked the following questions (without props):

1. "When Sam Stone ripped the book, did he do it because he was angry, or by mistake?"
2. "When Sam Stone ripped the book, was it before or after naptime?"
3. "Was Sam Stone happy or sad that he got the bear dirty?"
4. "When Sam Stone got the bear dirty, was he wearing long or short pants?"

On completing the questioning, the interviewer brought the child back to the classroom.

**Appendix C**

**Protocol and Questions Asked of All Children in the Final (Fifth) Interview**

With the cooperation of their teachers, children were taken out of the classroom individually by the interviewer, whom they were told wanted to ask them "some questions." Children chatted with the interviewer on the way to the interview room, and for up to several minutes once in the room, about pleasant things. Once in the room, children were seated comfortably on an upholstered chair facing the interviewer. The interviewer gained the child's attention and told him or her, "I have an important question for you." The following "free narrative" question was then asked:

1. "Remember that day that Sam Stone came to your classroom? Well, I wasn't there that day, and I'd like you to tell me everything that happened when he visited. Can you tell me what happened?"

Children were given time to tell as much about Sam Stone's visit as they could, and were asked, "Can you remember anything else?," followed by a chance to respond, until they indicated that they had nothing else to tell.

All children were then given the following specific "prompting" questions, unless they had referred specifically to the items mentioned in these questions in their free-narrative answers.

2. "I heard something about a book. Do you know anything about that?"
3. "I heard something about a teddy bear. Do you know anything about that?"

After both of these questions were posed, all children who indicated (either in response to the free narrative or the prompting) that Sam Stone did something to the book or the teddy bear during his visit were asked the following questions:

4. "Did you see him (action vis-a-vis the book, as noted by the child, inserted here; e.g., *rip the book*) with your own eyes?"
5. "Did you see him (action vis-a-vis the teddy bear, as noted by the child, inserted here; e.g., *put paint on the teddy bear*) with your own eyes?"

In the case of only those children who said that they saw Sam Stone commit the acts in question with their own eyes, countersuggestion questions were then posed:

6. "You didn't really see him (action vis-a-vis the book, as noted by the child, inserted here; e.g., *rip the book*), did you?"
7. "You didn't really see him (action vis-a-vis the teddy bear, as noted by the child, inserted here; e.g., *put paint on the teddy bear*), did you?"
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